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Abstract

This paper describes a novel classification method for multi-stream conversational documents. Documents of contact center dialogues or meetings are often composed of multiple source documents that are transcriptions of the recordings of each speaker’s channel. To enhance the classification performance of such multi-stream conversational documents, three main advances over the previous method are introduced. The first is a parallel hierarchical attention network (PHAN) for multi-stream conversational document modeling. PHAN can precisely capture word and sentence structures of individual source documents and efficiently integrate them. The second is a shared memory reader that can yield a shared attention mechanism. The shared memory reader highlights common important information in a conversation. Our experiments on a call category classification in contact center dialogues show that PHAN together with the shared memory reader outperforms the single document modeling method and previous multi-stream document modeling method.

Index Terms: Multi-stream conversational documents, hierarchical attention networks, memory reader, call category classification

1. Introduction

Conversational documents that transcribe conversational speech such as contact center dialogue or speech during meetings have been attracting much attention \cite{1,2,3}. The conversational documents are often composed of multiple source documents that are transcriptions recorded by each speaker’s channel. This paper aims to enhance the performance of multi-stream conversational documents classification such as theme-identification tasks \cite{4,5,6}.

For single stream classification tasks, i.e., sentence or document classification, modern technologies are deep learning. Several deep learning technologies such as convolution neural networks or recurrent neural networks including gated recurrent units (GRUs) and long short-term memories (LSTMs) were applied for modeling the sentence classification, and they displayed superior performance to conventional discriminative modeling \cite{7,8,9,10}. It is reported that the networks can precisely capture sequential semantics by combining attention mechanism that can focus on a key part of sequence \cite{11,12}. In addition, hierarchical networks that can take into account not only word structure but also sentence structure were examined \cite{13,14}. Furthermore, hierarchical attention networks (HANs) that support both the hierarchical networks and the attention mechanism were recently proposed \cite{15}.

There are few studies for multi-stream classification \cite{16,17}. A representative method is parallel LSTM that integrates outputs of multiple LSTMs \cite{16}. This modeling can simultaneously manage multiple streams; however, there are two limitations for classifying multi-stream conversational documents. First, simple LSTM was introduced for modeling individual streams although conversational documents include multiple utterances. It can be thought that attention mechanism or hierarchical networks are more suitable for the conversational documents because each source document involves a lot of utterances in conversations. In addition, the second limitation is that each LSTM independently manages individual streams, although speakers talk about a common theme in conversations. It is likely that theme sharing mechanism between speaker-dependent networks yields further performance improvements.

In this paper, we introduce two main advances over the previous method. First, this paper proposes parallel hierarchical attention networks (PHANs) that use multiple HANs to model individual source documents. PHANs can precisely capture word and sentence structures of source documents and efficiently integrate them. Second, this paper proposes a shared memory reader that can yield a shared attention mechanism. The shared memory reader highlights common important information in a conversation. This idea is inspired by dialogue topic modeling in which common important information is shared among each speaker \cite{18}. Moreover, we introduce an additional mechanism that repeatedly updates the shared memory reader. The mechanism can reflect the entire information of a target conversation to the shared attention mechanism. This idea is inspired by end-to-end memory networks where multiple computational steps called multi-hops were performed \cite{12}.

In our experiments for a call theme classification task, we present the effectiveness of PHAN and the shared memory reader. In addition, we verify that PHAN with the shared memory reader outperforms a method that ignores the difference between source documents and a method that ignores common information between source documents.

2. Multi-Stream Conversational Document Classification

Conversational documents are composed by multiple speaker’s utterances. Multi-stream conversational documents, one form of conversational documents, are constituted by multiple source documents that are recorded by each speaker’s channel. For ex-
3. Proposed Method

3.1. Parallel Hierarchical Attention Networks

This paper proposes parallel hierarchical attention networks (PHANs) that introduce multiple HANs for individual streams [15]. Figure 1 shows the detailed structure of PHAN using two source documents. In PHAN, various continuous representations, i.e., word representations, sentence representations, source document representations, and a conversational document representation are hierarchically composed. The conversational document representation is directly used for classification. In addition, an attention mechanism is introduced when summarizing word and sentence information. To this end, a word memory reader and a sentence memory reader are introduced for each source document.

3.1.1. Definitions

In PHAN, each word in individual sentences is first converted into a continuous representation [19]. A word representation of \( t \)-th word in the \( i \)-th sentence is defined as:

\[
\mathbf{w}_{it}^{(m)} = \text{EMBEDDING}(\mathbf{w}_{it}^{(m)}; \theta_{w}^{(m)}),
\]

where \( \text{EMBEDDING}() \) is a linear transformational function to embed a word to a continuous vector, and \( \theta_{w}^{(m)} \) is a model parameter of the function for the \( m \)-th source document. \( \mathbf{w}_{it}^{(m)} \) is a word representation of \( \mathbf{w}_{it}^{(m)} \).

Next, each word representation is converted into a hidden representation that summarizes the neighboring words in a sentence using stream-dependent word encoders. In order to summarize the information from both directions for words, this paper uses bidirectional GRU as the word encoders [20]. The hidden representation for the \( t \)-th word in the \( i \)-th sentence, in the \( m \)-th source document, is calculated as:

\[
\tilde{\mathbf{h}}_{it}^{(m)} = \text{GRU}(\mathbf{w}_{it}^{(m)}; \theta_{w}^{(m)}),
\]

\[
\mathbf{h}_{it}^{(m)} = \text{GRU}(\tilde{\mathbf{h}}_{it}^{(m)}; \theta_{w}^{(m)}),
\]

\[
\mathbf{h}_{it}^{(m)} = \left[ \tilde{\mathbf{h}}_{it}^{(m)\top}, \mathbf{h}_{it}^{(m)\top} \right]^{\top},
\]

where \( \text{GRU}() \) and \( \text{GRU}() \) are a forward GRU function and a backward GRU function, respectively. \( \theta_{w}^{(m)} \) and \( \theta_{w}^{(m)} \) are model parameters for word-level GRUs. \( \mathbf{h}_{it}^{(m)} \) is a concatenated hidden representation of \( \tilde{\mathbf{h}}_{it}^{(m)} \) and \( \mathbf{h}_{it}^{(m)} \).

In addition, sentence representations are composed by summarizing hidden representations of the word encoder. To this end, word attention mechanism is introduced. The \( i \)-th sentence representation in the \( m \)-th source document is calculated as:

\[
\mathbf{u}_{i}^{(m)} = \tanh(\mathbf{h}_{i}^{(m)}; \theta_{s}^{(m)}),
\]

\[
\alpha_{it}^{(m)} = \frac{\exp(\mathbf{u}_{it}^{(m)\top} \mathbf{u}_{it}^{(m)})}{\sum_{t=1}^{T_{i}} \exp(\mathbf{u}_{it}^{(m)\top} \mathbf{u}_{it}^{(m)})},
\]

\[
\mathbf{s}_{i}^{(m)} = \sum_{t=1}^{T_{i}} \alpha_{it}^{(m)} \mathbf{h}_{it}^{(m)},
\]

where \( \tanh() \) is a non-linear transformational function with tanh activation, and \( \theta_{s}^{(m)} \) is a model parameter of the non-linear transformational function for the \( m \)-th source document. \( \alpha_{it}^{(m)} \) means a normalized importance weight for the \( t \)-th word in the \( i \)-th sentence for the \( m \)-th source document. \( \mathbf{u}_{i}^{(m)} \) is a word memory reader for the \( m \)-th source document, which is used for the word attention mechanism. The word memory reader is jointly optimized during the training process.

Then, each sentence representation is additionally converted into a hidden representation that summarizes neighbor sentences using stream-dependent sentence encoders. The sentence encoders are also composed by bidirectional GRUs. The hidden representation for \( i \)-th sentence in \( m \)-th source document is calculated as:

\[
\tilde{\mathbf{h}}_{i}^{(m)} = \text{GRU}(\mathbf{s}_{i}^{(m)}; \theta_{s}^{(m)}),
\]

\[
\mathbf{h}_{i}^{(m)} = \text{GRU}(\tilde{\mathbf{h}}_{i}^{(m)}; \theta_{s}^{(m)}),
\]

\[
\mathbf{h}_{i}^{(m)} = \left[ \tilde{\mathbf{h}}_{i}^{(m)\top}, \mathbf{h}_{i}^{(m)\top} \right]^{\top},
\]

where \( \text{GRU}() \) and \( \text{GRU}() \) are a forward GRU function and a backward GRU function, respectively.
where $\theta^{(m)}$ and $\theta^{(m)}_s$ are model parameters for sentence-level GRUs. $h^{(m)}_s$ is a concatenated continuous representation of $\bar{h}^{(m)}$ and $\bar{h}^{(m)}_s$.

Source document representations are composed by summarizing hidden representations of the sentence encoder with a sentence attention mechanism. Moreover, a conversational document representation is composed by adding the source document representations and the conversational document representation are calculated as

$$v^{(m)}_i = \tanh(h^{(m)}_i; \theta^{(m)}_k),$$

$$\beta^{(m)}_i = \frac{\exp(v^{(m)}_i^\top \bar{v}^{(m)})}{\sum_{j=1}^n \exp(v^{(m)}_j^\top \bar{v}^{(m)})},$$

$$d^{(m)} = \sum_{i=1}^n \beta^{(m)}_i h^{(m)}_i,$$

$$D = \sum_{m=1}^M d^{(m)},$$

where $\beta^{(m)}_i$ means a normalized importance weight for the $i$-th sentence in the $m$-th stream, $\theta^{(m)}_k$ is a model parameter in the non-linear transformational function for the $m$-th source document. $\bar{v}^{(m)}_i$ is a sentence memory reader for the $m$-th stream, which is jointly optimized during the training process. $d^{(m)}$ and $D$ are $m$-th source document representation and conversational document representation, respectively.

In an output layer of PHAN, predicted probabilities are produced using the conversational document representation:

$$O = \text{SOFTMAX}(D; \theta_s),$$

where SOFTMAX() is a softmax function, and $\theta_s$ is its parameter. The $l$-th dimension in an output $O$ corresponds to $P(l|D, \Theta)$.

### 3.1.2. Optimization

In PHAN, trainable parameter $\Theta$ is represented as:

$$\Theta = \{\theta^{(m)}_k, \theta^{(m)}_v, \theta^{(m)}_w, \theta^{(m)}_u, \theta^{(m)}_s, \theta^{(m)}_v, \theta^{(m)}_u, \theta^{(m)}_s\},$$

where $m \in \{1, \ldots, M\}$. The parameters can be optimized by minimizing cross entropy between a reference probability and an estimated probability:

$$\Theta = \arg\min_{\Theta} - \sum_{D \in D} \sum_{l} \hat{O}_l^D \log O_l^D,$$

where $\hat{O}_l^D$ and $O_l^D$ are a reference probability and an estimated probability of label $l$ for a conversational document $D$, respectively. $D$ denotes a training data set.

### 3.2. Shared Memory Readers

This paper proposes shared memory readers in order to highlight common important information through a conversation. The shared memory readers can yield a shared attention mechanism. In fact, similar idea was introduced in machine translation area where attention mechanism was shared between languages [21]. In standard PHANs, word memory readers and sentence memory readers are provided for each source document. On the other hand, a single word memory reader and a single sentence memory reader are shared between all source documents. Thus, $\alpha^{(m)}_{it}$ and $\beta^{(m)}_i$ are defined as:

$$\alpha^{(m)}_{it} = \frac{\exp(u_{it}^m)^\top \bar{u}}{\sum_{n=1}^{T_m} \exp(u_{nt}^m)^\top \bar{u}},$$

$$\beta^{(m)}_i = \frac{\exp(v^{(m)}_i)^\top \bar{v}}{\sum_{j=1}^M \exp(v^{(m)}_j)^\top \bar{v}},$$

where $\bar{u}$ and $\bar{v}$ are the shared word memory reader and the shared sentence memory reader, respectively. The shared memory readers are jointly optimized with other trainable parameters.

### 3.3. Multi-Hops

This paper introduces additional mechanism called multi-hops that repeatedly updates the shared sentence memory reader. This mechanism is inspired by end-to-end memory networks [12]. In PHANs, a conversational document representation is repeatedly used for updating the shared sentence memory reader. Update rules are defined as:

$$\bar{v}_{k-1} = D_{k-1},$$

$$\beta^{(m)}_{ik} = \frac{\exp(v^{(m)}_i)^\top \bar{v}_{k-1}}{\sum_{j=1}^n \exp(v^{(m)}_j)^\top \bar{v}_{k-1}},$$

$$d^{(m)}_k = \sum_{i=1}^n \beta^{(m)}_{ik} h^{(m)}_i,$$

$$D_k = \sum_{m=1}^M d^{(m)}_k + \text{Linear}(D_{k-1; \theta^{(m)}_s}),$$

where $D_k$ corresponds to $D$ in Eq. (18). $\bar{v}_{k-1}$ is reconstructed shared sentence memory reader in the $k$-th hop. After one hopping, a conversational document representation is reconstructed using both source document representations in the current hop and previous conversational document representation. Linear() is a linear transformational function, and $\theta^{(m)}_s$ is a parameter that is jointly optimized with other trainable parameters. After $K$-hopping, updated conversational document representation $D_K$ is used for classification in Eq. (19). By introducing multi-hops, we can reflect the entire information of a target conversation to the shared attention mechanism.

### 4. Experiments

#### 4.1. Sets

Our evaluation task is call theme classification. We employed the Japanese contact center dialogue data sets, which include
several call themes. One dialogue set means one telephone call between one operator and one customer. Each dialogue was separately recorded. Table 1 details themes about the training, validation and test sets. The data sets include eight themes. This paper used manual transcriptions of the contact center dialogue and divided them into utterances by deep neural network based speech activity detector [22] trained from the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese [23]. Each dialogue included about 148 utterances per each speaker. Each utterance involved from 1 to 442 words.

For evaluation, we employed five methods.

- **BGRU**: Single document classification method based on bidirectional GRU. This method regarded multi-stream document as a single document. Specifically, each word was converted into word representations using a single linear function. Next, each word representation was fed into both a single forward GRU function and a single backward GRU function. A document representation was obtained by averaging word-level hidden representations in the bidirectional GRU. In an output layer, predicted probabilities were produced using the document representation.

- **PBGRU**: Multi-stream document classification method based on parallel bidirectional GRU. This method introduced different parameters with respect to each stream. Specifically, each word in each source document was converted into word representations using stream-dependent linear functions. Next, each word representation in each source document was fed into both a stream-dependent forward GRU function and a stream-dependent backward GRU function. Source document representations were obtained by averaging word-level hidden representations in the stream-dependent bidirectional GRUs. A multi-stream document representation was obtained by averaging the source document representations. In an output layer, predicted probabilities were produced using the multi-stream document representation.

- **PHAN**: Multi-stream document classification method based on PHAN presented in Section 3.1.

- **PHAN-SMR**: Multi-stream document classification method based on PHAN with shared memory reader presented in Sections 3.1-3.2.

- **PHAN-SMR-MH**: Multi-stream document classification method based on PHAN with multi-hopped shared memory reader presented in Sections 3.1-3.3. A number of hops $K$ was set to 3.

**BGRU** and **PBGRU** are positioned as baseline methods which are similar setup to previous work [16]. Several parameters between each method were unified. 32-dimensional word representations, 64-dimensional sentence representations and 64-dimensional document representation were used. For training, a mini-batch size was set to 5. Adam was used for the optimizer.

The training epoch was stopped when the validation loss was not improved six consecutive times. For each method, we constructed five models by varying an initial parameter randomly selected for individual conditions and evaluated averaged performance.

### 4.2. Results

Table 2 shows the experimental results, in terms of call theme classification accuracy for both validation and test sets. Table 2 also denotes whether each mechanism can be taken into account or not.

First, among baseline methods, **PBGRU** was inferior to **BGRU**. This is because training data was insufficient for **PBGRU**. In fact, **PBGRU** had about two times more parameters than **BGRU**. It can be thought that **PBGRU** will outperform **BGRU** if much more training data can be obtained.

Next, among multi-stream document classification methods, **PHAN** presented superior performance to **PBGRU**. This indicates that both a hierarchical network and an attention mechanism were well performed in conversational document classification tasks. **PHAN** could outperform **BGRU** in the test set although **PHAN** quite increased a model parameter size. In addition, **PHAN-SMR** outperformed **PHAN**. This is because **PHAN** with shared memory reader could capture important common information from source documents while keeping precise information about individual source documents. **PHAN-SMR** could surpass simple **BGRU** in both the validation set and the test set. This result implies that the shared memory reader is also useful to reduce model parameter size and efficiently train the parameters using limited training data. Moreover, the highest performance was attained by **PHAN-SMR-MH**. This result shows multi-hops could enhance shared attention mechanism by reflecting entire information of a target conversation.

Summarizing the above, in terms of classification accuracy, the proposed method could yield 2.6 point performance improvement in validation set and 4.2 point performance improvement in test set compared to baseline methods.

### 5. Conclusion

This paper proposed a **PHAN** with a shared memory reader for multi-stream conversational document classification. **PHAN** can hierarchically summarize information in a conversational document and precisely capture important information using an attention mechanism. The shared memory reader can yield a shared attention mechanism that highlights common important information between the speakers. We also proposed multi-hops that repeatedly updates the shared memory reader. Our experiments showed that **PHAN** together with the shared memory reader outperformed single document modeling method and previous multi-stream document modeling method. In future work, we will examine an evaluation using automatic speech recognition transcriptions. Moreover, we will introduce an additional mechanism that takes a detailed conversational structure into consideration.
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